Dissertation on the Cow

The process of killing a cow with an anesthetizing gas is in no way different from that of anesthetizing a dog. A strong current of gas is passed into the nostrils of the cow. The cow remains unconscious during the operation; the gas is turned off at the end of the procedure, and the cow recovers quickly.

May Day Picnic

Friday morning at the end of the fourth period, the whole school joyfully swarmed up the stairs of the gymnasium behind the music and sat dally for the picnic groups to hold its annual May Day Picnic.

A committee had been set over early in the morning to prepare the setup for the hungry crowd; so when they arrived they did not have long to wait. An elaborate buffet was set up with a sparce recovery.

The canteen was plentiful and everyone had his fill. The ice cream was finished by the faculty.

When the big fog was over, nearly everybody wanted to seek some shady spot and go to sleep, but some had energy enough to play baseball. A game was started between the faculty for the students and, as usual, the faculty won, as so many had left in their various excursions.

Besides the baseball game there was a friendly football game in which everyone followed with keen interest. One player gave it a kick which sent it flying into a pool of cold oil. A funeral was held.

Baseball and football were not the only diversions. There were many sets of two and four who went on a walk on the beautiful hills that surrounded the picnic grounds.

Carnival ideals were brought up and the students formed home in their respective "gazelle pastures." The picnic have been held annually for the last five years. It is something that is looked forward to with great anticipation.

Barn Dance

The Barn dance barn was the home of the A-17 as, a dance to be held at the Dairy Barn April 22.

The Soft wall decorated with well-known pictures and the old clothes and there were many students there, who went to the dance.

The dance began at eight and lasted until eleven, at which time a well-trotted and happy student left for home. The dance was the most enjoyable that has been held this year and is something that is looked forward to every year.

Assembly April 27

Owing to the failure of the block "F" to have their assembly ready and in place, there being no entertainment, Dr. Cordell gave a very interesting report of the Principia convention recently attended.

Electric Shop

The classes in Electric Shop, under the necessary guidance and supervision of Mr. Koontz, are progressing splendidly. These students are now learning their classwork and are beginning to show results. They are learning to lay out wiring diagrams, to install wiring, and to supervise the work of others.

All the students in the classes in Electric Shop are making rapid progress and are progressing splendidly.

The classes are progressing under the supervision of Mr. Koontz, who is always ready and willing to help the students in any way.
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SUCCESS

What must a man do to be a success? That question is asked all over the world and the answers are many.

The most general answer to the question is: "A man who has contributed something to the world." This answer is also the most vague, for it is difficult to say exactly what a man must do to contribute something to the world.

Poly Chatter

Joe Hughes and Ervin McMillan had quite an argument the other night about the Scotch and the Irish. Ervin is in college and is going to be a lawyer. Joe is in high school. The two men don't agree, but both are working hard to improve themselves. They have not had much success, but they are trying hard.

Jep has fallen hard again and also his roommate Keith quite a bit harder. It is oh so hard work.

A certain Poly girl is trying so hard to get into the Junior-Senior banquet. Won't someone please help her?

Who is the H.S. Coach that Jep is going with? Note the S. H. L. ring out, Louise.

The girls are all taking a great interest in tennis, with the exception of Mary and Anna. They are two of the five girls who dress in gym clothes.

Have we any other girls who are going for the track? We haven't seen any of the girls with their backs turned to the courts though. They all seem to be looking forward to the Junior-Senior banquet.

You can catch a new one soon. During a practice session she took the little Southern boy home, but he was too young for the track.

A certain Poly girl is trying as hard as she can to get in the Junior-Senior banquet. She must be very determined.

The poor and the hungry: more often than not, the poor are those who have contributed something to the world.
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Math teacher: Why don't you reduce that fraction?
Bowie: Because you said that it was improper.

Mr. Smith: Why does Jack stay so late?
Jack: Because in Sunday school you must stay till six o'clock.

Harper (an only child): Mother, I wish I had a brother.
Mother: You do, Elmer; why?
Harper: Because once in Sunday school you got ten cents if you bring a new scholar.

Sophomore: Did the ball hit you in the face?
Freshman: No, I had my mouth open.

First Bride: Where are you in physiology now?
Second Bride: We're in the first law of consumption.

Kenneth Kramer: That man is the father of the modern world.
Mother: Not so loud, you are forgetting the present.

Sisterola: I wouldn't light a match near you.
Mother: Why?
Sisterola: Enough powder to blow your head off.

Pablo Del Rio: Have you ever seen a belfry with a clock?
Watson: Nah, pull it off and see chicken.

Pop: Been feeding fresh lately, haven't you?
Al Headstrom: Yes, I bought myself a new 1946 safety razor.

Avalon Redlich: Am I a little pale? Well-meaning friend: No, you're a big tub.

A French woman recently looped the loop-TI times in just an hour. It's wonderful what some women will do to move in high circles.

Farmer (to aviator who is extracting him from wreckage of his airplane): No, thanks, just had one.

Harriet W.: See that man! He's six feet in his shoes.
Kemoe: Go on; you might as well try to tell me that he has six heads in his hat.
San Jose Loses to Poly

In one of the most thrilling baseball games that has ever been played on the Poly grounds, Poly Mustangs downed the San Jose Trojans with a score of 7 to 6.

Poly's team did some very good hitting but the defense was the key to the victory over Thornton Lee. Thornton's best pitch in the series was the fast ball and the defense was the key to his success.

Poly's winning pitcher, Cleary, fanned I-oe's center and Harper, who had replayed tripled, coming in on an overthrow by the catcher. Cleary was the only batter hit by Harper and the only batter hit by Brown, who had taken Thornton's place in right, took three strikes and was out at first.

Poly's defense was the key to their victory. Cleary fanned the Trojans and Harper, who had replaced I-oe, sent a high fly to right which was caught.
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Poly's defense was the key to their victory. Cleary fanned the Trojans and Harper, who had replaced I-oe, sent a high fly to right which was caught.

Poly Defeats Local Trojans

The Mustangs defeated the local Trojans with a score of 7 to 6 in the final game of the series on Saturday. Poly's winning pitcher, Cleary, fanned I-oe's center and Harper, who had replayed tripled, coming in on an overthrow by the catcher. Cleary was the only batter hit by Harper and the only batter hit by Brown, who had taken Thornton's place in right, took three strikes and was out at first.
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